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Bio, energetics, man made ideograms. Preliminary S2 of dark, black, red, dim, light, smooth, 

reflective, shiny, hard, angular, rocky, irregular,  blotchy, red, glowing, open , outside  

AOL - Apollo Target  

AI - Feel of familiarity,  red/black colours, man made near land  

Get wavy across energetics I think, beige, brown, irregular,  gritty, sandy, rough land, open 

perspective,  bumpy, hard, warm  barron base surface, no foliage, dry desert feel  

Feels remote, desolate and dry landscape .. quiet here  

Wavy energy again  man made , angulardark, motion, .. feel of land,  

I get a feel of something inmotion feel that feels on a direction close to land, just above surface.. 

almost skimming  

Man madecthat feels like its non surface,  long from side view, in fast motion .. like a craft  

AI - Feels like evasive action  

AOL - Stars wars battles where craft are being pursued and drop close to kandcto evade I fast  erratic 

motion  

Back to mam made again, energetic connection, fast directional movement, just above surface, ..  

Move to cause of evasive action- start to get space/air feel, hover motion, it feels higher up now, 

more calmer.. coming down closer.. bright , brown, beige  hazy atmosphere,  .. get very curved, oval 

man made, .. aerodynamic,  slick, big, metallic, hovering  

I do a timeliness to try connect what these parts mean.. feel it was taking evasive action to avoid 

something and impacts with land... man made in motion decent at fast pace  close to base surface  

avoiding,  evading   erratic motion ST speed   

Man made has a smooth disc like feel, big, wide  .. frizz bee look, beveled at sides, metallic    

AOL - Laser beam  

Location is remote, quiet, sandy , brown, desolate,  , barron,  rocky  

AAOL - Idea of Mars... feels off planet  

Inside man made- advanced, technology,  complex,  

AI - feel of Bios  appear small.. AOL - Greys  

 

Inside seems wide, bright, curving, like a cockpit wide, lots of space, multiple biologicals, hard to 

make out but my feel is greys as I get insect like in their movements and body type  

                          Break  

 

Was trying to hold off the apollo AOL from start so not sure did I go full on epic with this         









 


